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The shape and psychophysics of cinematic space

JAMES E. CUTTING
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York

For the film goer who sits to the front and side of a movie theater, the virtual space "behind"
the screen undergoes affine and perspective transformations. These transformations should, one
would think, make the rigidity of objects on the screen very difficult to discern. Despite the fact
that it has long been known that viewers are not very sensitive to such distortions, a phenome-
non I call La Gournerie’s paradox, the effect is without a good theoretical account. Two possibili-
ties are: (1) that viewers rectify the distortions of Euclidean space through the use of information
about screen slant, and (2) that sufficient information is preserved under these transformations
so that perception may be unperturbed. This paper presents preliminary arguments for the
information-preservation view and introduces a new technique, that of using simulated projec-
tion surfaces, whose use in experimental situations suggests that Euclidean rectification is not
necessary.

Psychophysics is now 125 years old. As a discipline,
it has two roots, one in philosophy and the other in
methodology, even pragmatics. The philosophical root,
the one that gave psychophysics its name, was the mind-
body problem, specifically the consideration of the map-
ping between mental and physical dimensions. The prag-
matic and methodological root was the need for precision
and stimulus control. The recognition of this need--no
small feat in itself--and the manner in which psy-
chophysics could deal with it won prompt and sustained
attention. Given 19th century technology, stimulus con-
trol was usually achieved by using brass instruments that
measured such physical units as mass, frequency, inten-
sity, extent, and time. Typical experiments varied stimuli
along only one of these dimensions.

Today, few researchers would deny the importance of
the mind-body problem. Many, however, would suggest
that psychophysics is no longer close to the core of this
problem in psychology, much less philosophy. But this
is not the major public-relations problem for psy-
chophysics. Most researchers in the cognitive sciences
have simply grown weary of results garnered from sim-
ple studies with simple stimuli. As a consequence, many
researchers view psychophysics as an inherently dry dis-
cipline, essentially unrelated to the perception of complex,
everyday phenomena.

This need not be the case and, in fact, it should not be.
The reason for psychophysics’ generally low esteem and
visibility is a common view that confuses the pragmatics
of the 19th century with those of the late 20th. The key
idea in Fechner’s (1860/1959) program was not that brass
instruments must be used, but that the physical stimulus
must be controlled and measurable (Haber, 1983). Since
the advent of inexpensive fast computers and display
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devices, one can control stimuli in domains previously
unthinkable. In particular, and most important to me, such
control can be achieved without compromising the natural-
ness of displays. Thus, the new visual psychophysics is
capable of mapping a new set of physical and mental
dimensions that are more relevant to human perceivers.
As an example and as the focus of this paper, it is now
possible to do a psychophysical study of cinema. First,
it is important to discuss fdm in general to introduce the
issues at stake.

EFFECTIVENESS OF CINEMA:
WHAT’S "LOST"

Film may be art’s most engrossing medium. We sit in
a dark theater, look at a big bright screen, and lose our-
selves in what is portrayed. This striking phenomenon is
captured by the multiple-entendred title of Kael’s (1965)
collection of reviews, I Lost It at the Movies. One of the
things we lose is the sense of ourselves; we become ab-
sorbed in the content of the fdm. Why film is so power-
ful in capturing viewers is not clear. Directors,
cinematographers, script writers, sound engineers, com-
posers, and actors certainly matter; they make the differ-
ence between good films and bad. Astonishingly,
however, almost all films, good and bad, have the capacity
to draw the viewer into them. This form of "losing it"
is more than simply suspending disbelief; it is a suspen-
sion of nearly everything and a projection of oneself into
a new space and time.

Photographic and cinematic standards are, in part, the
cause of f’dm’s efficacy. The grain of 35-mm film is so
dense that one image is equivalent to a raster-scan dis-
play of about 2,000 lines (Fox, 1983), about 4 times tele-
vision quality along the raster axis and 16 times along both
raster and scan axes. Even if such a display were as large
as 40° × 400 (about twice the size of a movie screen as
viewed from the middle front of a theater), it would still
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be near the nonvernier limit of foveal acuity; 70-mm and
140-mm format films obviously exceed such acuity. There
are also considerable effects of screen size. Larger screens
are more effective than small ones in giving the viewer
an impression of "being there" (Hatada, Sakata, &
Kusaka, 1980). It is as if filling the optic array also fills
one’s belief in what is seen. This belief may be enhanced
by two other effects: Dimmed theater lights allow very
little in the "real" world (other than exit signs) to be visi-
ble, and larger screens are much more likely to present
moving stimuli to the retinal periphery, a region less
devoted to acuity than to motion and change. In addition,
sufficiently many separate frames strobed by an epis-
cotister (spinning shutter) guarantee that images of
stroboscopic motion (often misnamed as apparent motion)
appear like real motion. These separate images are suffi-
ciently above flicker threshold for "flicks" (movies) to
appear convincingly lifelike. Unlike resolution and flicker
thresholds, however, the contrast ratios available in film
are well below those of the eye in a given state of adapta-
tion. Even so, most film is capable of ratios of about
500:1, a tenfold superiority over ratios used in television
(Fox, 1983). The end result of grain, screen size, presen-
tation rate, and contrast ratio considerations is that what
is portrayed in cinema has many of the optical charac-
teristics of what is portrayed in the real world.

Less easy to explain, however, are the many technical
aspects of film and filmmaking that help engross the
viewer. Hochberg and Brooks (1978) described the ef-
fects of pacing in cuts from one scene to the next. Fast
pacing, for instance, can give a breath-taking quality to
action sequences. Hochberg and Brooks also discussed
the utility of pans and various other camera shots, which
play on what a mobile eye might do in various environ-
merits. Why cuts and pans work as they do, however, is
almost a complete mystery, since they do not mimic the
experience and the scanning of everyday life.

EFFECTIVENESS OF CINEMA:
WHAT’S NOT LOST

The most astonishing thing about film, however, is that
it works at all as an optical projection. Every movie goer
sits in a place different from the projector--and with ob-
vious reason. This seating arrangement means that the im-
age projected back from the screen to the viewer’s eye
is distorted and geometrically different from that of the
scene as originally f’llmed. These distortions are substan-
tial for most seat locations, and they create a bizarre vir-
tual space "behind" the movie screen. One might think
that the result would guarantee a loss of something in
cinematic appreciation, particularly of our ability to dis-
cern certain aspects of the three-dimensionality of the vir-
tual space. Obviously, however, these distortions matter
little.

To sketch the shape of these distortions, let me start
with a discussion of static pictures and their perception from
different va’ewpoints. More detailed accounts of projections

in general have been given by Braunstein (1976), Cut-
ting (1986), Pirerme (1970), Sedgwick (1983), and, in a
particularly good account, Carlbom and Paciorek (1978).

Pictures, Viewpoints, and
La Gournerie’s Paradox

Since the Renaissance era, most pictures in linear per-
spective have been composed from a particular point in
space, often called a station point; photographs are shot
from it. I call it the point of composition. In painting, the
ideal (if not entirely practical) procedure for .construct-
ing such a picture comes from Alberti’s Della Pittura in
1436: One holds up a flat pane of glass and traces on it
what is seen with one eye at the point of composition.
It is generally thought to be important to hold the pane
so that the centric ray (the line of sight to the middle of
the pane) is orthogonal to the image surface (Edgerton,
1975; White, 1957), although Pirenne (1970) Ires varied
this experimentally in photography. If one is looking at
a well-carpentered environment, tracings with linear per-
spective will result, with parallel lines of interior or ex-
terior architectural features converging to a point or points
on the horizon. But again, this array of geometric layout
is correct only for the point of composition.

Perhaps the most fortuitous attribute of picture percep-
tion, then, is that one may view a picture from many lo-
cations other than the point of composition, and distor-
tions of virtual space will interfere little with the
perception of the picture’s content. If this were; not true,
the utility and appreciation of pictures would be vanish-
ingly small. Nonetheless, this fact is not predicted by
linear perspective theory and is generally without good
theoretical explanation. There is some debate about how
much the distortions are noticed at various oblique view-
ing angles and at various distances from the image (Farber
& Rosinski, 1978; Gibson, 1947, 1954; Kubovy, 1986;
Lumsden, 1980; Pirenne, 1970; Purdy, 1960; Rosinski
& Farber, 1980), but it is clear that identification and en-
joyment of virtual objects remains high from many view-
points (Hagen & Elliott, 1976; Hagen & Jones, 1978; Per-
kins, 1972, 1973, 1982).

At the end of the 15th century, Leonardo da Vinci
(Richter, 1883/1970) discussed various oddities and
problems of planar projections, but the first systematic
treatment of pictures seen from noncomposition points was
given by La Gournede in the mid-19th century (Pirenne,
1970). Thus, I call the viewpoint nonspecificity of pic-
tures La Gournerie’s paradox (Cutting, 1986); Kubovy
(1986) called it the robustness of perspective. Since La
Gournerie’s work, it has been useful to reconstruct the
layout of virtual space (the space in the picture, behind
the projection surface) to inspect these changes.

The idea behind virtual-space reconstruction is that per-
ceptual properties, such as rigidity, can be investigated
first by description and then by psychophysical manipu-
lation. Justification for reconstruction is simply that it
reverses the photographic process; if we make certain as-
sumptions about the layout of objects in virtual space (e.g.,
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the assumption that we are not looking into an Ames
room), then relative sizes and distances of objects in space
can be quite accurately determined.

Two sets of transformational distortions are important
in this reconstruction. Consider first the changes in all
x-z planes in (or horizontal slices through) virtual space,
and then those in all x-y (or frontal) planes.

Horizontal-plane distortions. Distortions in horizon-
tal planes of virtual space belong to a class called affine
transformations; these preserve collinearities among
points but not interpoint distances. The affine transforms
of particular interest are shown in the top panels of
Figure 1. The left-hand panel shows a view from the com-
position point and the reconstructed virtual layout of four
poles. The first transform, shown in the central panels,
is due to a change in viewpoint normal (perpendicular)
to the image plane. Moving closer to the image creates
a compression of the z-axis (or depth dimension) of vir-
tual space analogous to looking through a telescope; mov-
ing away from the image creates expansion in depth analo-
gous to looking through a microscope. The second
transformation, and perhaps the more interesting, is
caused by a change in viewpoint parallel to the plane, as
in the top right-hand panel of the figure. This creates a
shear of any given x-y (or frontal) plane against all its
parallels in depth. Thus, the z-axis is no longer orthogonal
to any frontal plane, but angles off to one side. All non-
composition viewpoints at all angles and distances create
additive combinations of these two types of affine dis-
tortions.

Frontal-plane distortions. Distortions in frontal planes,
those parallel to the movie screen itself, are more familiar.
Rectangular shapes become trapezoidal in their optical
projection, as shown in the bottom-right panel of Figure 1.
From a seat in the front of a movie theater on a side aisle,
the vertical edge of the near side of the screen may be
40 % to 50 % larger than the far edge. Unlike horizontal
planes, which have undergone affine transformations,
frontal planes have undergone perspective transformation.

Hybrid geometry of virtual space. Although both
types of distortion are reasonably well-known in the pic-
ture perception literature, the joint consequences of the
two have not been fully appreciated. The combination of
aft-me distortions in all horizontal planes and perspective
distortions in all frontal planes creates a virtual space with
a hybrid geometry. This hybrid geometry, and the ob-
jects that might fill its space, can be the subject of psy-
chophysical analysis. Before considering this analysis,
however, we must consider the general classes of theory
that might be used to account for La Gournerie’s paradox.

Classes of Explanations for
La Gournerie’s Paradox

Why are pictures useful and enjoyable when viewed
from noncomposition points? How are aft-me and perspec-
tive transformations dealt w~th by the perceiver without
affecting perception very much? Two classes of responses
to these questions can be outlined, one of reconstructing
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in observer position away from the composition point. Top lmnels
show the aft’me transforms in horizontal phmes; the bottom-right
panel shows a perspective transform of frontal planes. These two
transformations together create a hybrid algme/perspecflve distor-
tion of virtual pictorial space for an observer who is to the side of
a photograph.

a Euclidean projection and the other of simply register-
ing spatial information in the hybrid affme/perspective
projection.

The first account, espoused by Pireune (1970), Greene
(1983), and Kubovy (1986), proposes that some mental
transformation--perhaps something akin to mental rota-
tion (Shepard & Cooper, 1982)--rectifies the physical
transformation in virtual space. That is, on the basis of
available information about the slant of the picture, typi-
cally in binocular disparities or the trapezoidal shape of
the screen, perceivers either mentally rotate the picture
or mentally relocate themselves in physical space so that
they can detransform virtual space. I call this the
Euclidean-rectification view, since the axes of the affine-
and perspective-transformed virtual space of the picture
as seen from the side are made Euclidean through some
proposed psychological process, eventually matching
coordinates under which the picture was composed.

Although this idea is plausible, it also has problems.
One is that under many conditions the absolute slant of
a regularly textured plane is not very well discerned by
viewers (Braunstein & Payne, 1969; Epstein, Bontrager,
& Park, 1962; Perrone, 1980), and considerable accuracy
in slant estimation is needed to rectify virtual space in a
picture or to recover the composition point. If such
difficulties occur with well-textured surfaces, they must
be compounded with relatively transparent surfaces, such
as movie screens. A second problem is that some notion
of"double" perception is entailed: the observer must first
look at the picture and then derive the proper viewpoint
to rectify the scene, as if he or she were then to look at
the picture again. This idea seems inelegant; it provokes
seeking another view.
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The alternative account for viewing pictures from non-
composition points is less well formulated at present. It
is, simply, that the affine and perspective transformations
of virtual space either are not well registered by the hu-
man visual system or are well tolerated. I call this the
information-preservation view, which is based on the idea
that object information is preserved in the affine and per-
spective transformations of virtual space.

The idea of information preservation in oblique views
of pictures is attractive for four reasons. First, it makes
rectification of affine and perspective transforms unneces-
sary, thereby making picture perception compntationally
easier and double perception unnecessary. Second, it pro-
motes a psychophysical approach to the perception of
pictured objects that allows for the quantification of detect-
able and allowable distortions. (A detectable transforma-
tion seems likely to prove different from an allowable
one.) Third, the information-preservation view encourages
exploration of the use of global geometric information as
opposed to local information. The local information that
has received most attention is the projected angles of in-
tersection of a rectangular object’s edges (what I call a
right corner). This idea has been most thoroughly inves-
tigated by Perkins (1972, 1973) and by Shepard (1981),
who have shown that right corners are perceived in line
drawings when they can be perceived as such (that is, are
allowable as projections). And fourth, this view allows
the use and investigation of a powerful idea from
mathematics: invariance under transformation.

What follows is a two-part argument for the
information-preservation view. The first part is a demon-
stration of the possibility of information preservation, and
the second is a demonstration of the nonnecessity of Eu-
clidean rectification.

Film, Viewpoints, and the Cross Ratio
The phenomenon I wish to explore and explain occurs

frequently when groups of people watch film or televi-

sion; it is a dynamic extension of La Gournerie’s para-
dox, and it is a problem outlined by Hochberg and Brooks
(1978). Even though the composition point is at the loca-
tion of the projector for a film shot with a standard lens
or is directly in front of the television set, a viewer can
sit near the screen and well to the side, and yet a rotating
object will not appear to deform. From such a viewpoint,
however, a reconstruction of the shape of the virtual ob-
ject, as in Figure 2, would show that it continually un-
dergoes plastic deformations.

How is the perceiver able to see such a rotating object
as rigid? One explanation concerns invariance and projec-
tive geometry. One projective invariant that might be use-
ful to perception is the cross ratio of four collinear points
(or four coplanar parallel lines), as suggested in Figure 3.
I is the information (or invariant) projected to a point;
it can be measured either on a planar projection surface,
as in Equation 1, or as a relation among visual angles
projected from four points, A, B, C, and D, as in
Equation 2.

I = [AD.BCI/[AC-BD] = [A’D’-B’C’]/[A’C"B’D’]

(1)

1 = [sin(a+fl+3")-sin(fl)]/[sin(ot+/~)’sin~+3,)]

= sin (or’ +fl’ +3")" sin(fl’)]/[sin(ot’ +fl’) "sin(fl’ + 3")],

(2)

where AD, A’D’, and other analogous combinations of
point names are segment lengths measured on the object
and or. the projection screen, respectively; and where ot
is the angle subtended between points A and B,/$ that be-
tween B and C, and 3’ that between C and D at Observer 1,
and angles or’,/T, and 3" are those projected from A’B’,
B’C’, and C’D’, respectivdy, to Observer 2. What is im-
portant about these relations is that the value of I is con-
stant regardless of the location of point of observation (the

V~rtual Wrtual
Object Object

1 2

Frame Frame
1 2

Dame
3

Observer Observer
2       I

Figure 2. Two virtual objects reconstructed behind the image plane, one for an observer at the composition point
and the other for an observer well off to the side. Reconstruction assumes an affine transformation in all x-z slices
through the virtual space, keeping distance between frontal-plane slices parallel to the picture plane but with con-
siderable shear. Across the three panels, the virtual objects rotate 45°. Virtual Object 1 is rigid in Euclidean space;
Virtual Object 2 undergoes plastic deformations. In this figure, only the affme deformations are shown; perspec-
tive deformations would be superimposed on all x-y slices.
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location of Observer 1), as long as that point is not col-
linear with A, B, C, and D. Thus, should the planar ob-
ject rotate around point X or any other point, or should
Observer 1 change his/her position in the theater, or
should both occur, the cross ratio remains constant.

Proved by Pappus, the invariance of the cross ratio be-
came a central theorem in projective geometry (Cutting,
1986; Gellert, Kiistner, Hellwich, & K~istner, 1977). With
increased understanding of such formal properties of
projections at the end of the 19th century, Russell (1897)
and Poincar6 (1905/1952) suggested that perception and
projective geometry ought to be intimately related. Gib-
son (1950) and Johansson, von Hofsten, and Jansson
(1980) mentioned the cross ratio’s potential utility for per-
ception, but the researchers offered no tests. Ullman
(1980), however, suggested that the cross ratio was un-
likely to be useful, and Simpson (1983) demonstrated that
it was not necessary for the perception of rigid planarity.
But nongenerality and nonnecessity do not eliminate the
possibility that cross ratios might be useful in some cir-
cumstances. In fact, I have demonstrated that the percep-
tion of rigidity in a rotating plane appears to be guided
by changes in the cross ratio of four parallel lines and
not by other, more local, factors (Cutting, 1986).

What is interesting about the cross ratio is its applica-
tion to La Gournerie’s paradox. If a rigid planar object
with four parallel lines projects onto a planar surface, the
cross ratio will remain invariant regardless of viewer po-
sition in the theater, as suggested in Figure 3. That is,
if the planar object rotates, the cross ratio will remain
constant for both Observer 1 and Observer 2. The proof
of this, in brief, is that (1) the cross ratio projects invari-
antly throughout rotation of an object, as long as that ob-
ject remains rigid; (2) the measure of the cross ratio on
the object, on the projection screen, and at Observer 1
is constant (by Equations 1 and 2); and (3) change in
viewer location (from the location of Observer 1 to that
of Observer 2) within the theater is identical to rotation
of the projection screen (Equation 2). Thus, what proves

PROJECTION
SCREEN

PLANAR
OBJECT

A

Figure 3. Measurement of the invariant cr~s ratio of four parallel
lines (A, B, C, and D, seen from above) rotating around point X.
The value of the cross ratio is the same regardless of whether it is
measured on the virtual obj~ or on the projection screen as a ratio
of segment lengths (see Equation 1), or at Observer I or Observer 2
as a ratio of angles (see Equation 2).

invariant in one planar projection to its composition point
(the fdm screen, which serves as a cross section of the
optic array) is invariant to all noncomposition points in
the theater. Moreover, observers appear to be able to use
cross-ratio information just as readily from noncomposi-
tion points as from composition points (Catting, 1986).

What is more interesting is that even with a slightly
curved projection surface, such as a television screen, the
cross ratio of a rotating planar object that fills about half
of the screen is nearly invariant for almost all viewpoints.
One must view the screen well to the side, from an angle
of 79 o to the surface normal at the center of the screen,
for there to be slightly detectable changes in the cross ra-
tio (Cutting, 1986). Thus, the cross ratio is an informa-
tion source that survives aft’me and perspective transfor-
mations.

Nevertheless, as noted by Ullman (1980) and Simpson
(1983), cross ratios are limited in scope. In particular,
the measurement of cross ratios is confined to four ele-
ments in one dimension. Thus, although the invariance
of the cross ratio exemplifies an information-preservation
account of La Gournerie’s paradox, it can hardly be con-
sidered general support. Because of the nongenerality of
cross ratios, a second kind of investigation into the
cinematic version of La Gournerie’s paradox is needed.
If the information-preservation account is thus far merely
plausible, the Euclidean rectification account must be ren-
dered unnecessary. To do this, one must explore a new
methodology--that of using a simulated projection screen.

Simulated and Real Projection Surfaces
The heart of the Euclidean rectification view is that in-

formation about the slant of the projection surface is both
usable and used. One way to rule out Euclidean rectifi-
cation, then, is to remove the two main sources of infor-
mation about its slant: (1) binocular disparities as they
grade across the surface and (2) the trapezoidal shape of
the screen. Instead of using one eye and a reduction
screen, one can do this by hiding a second, or simulated
projection, surface behind the actual surface of the screen.
The manner in which this is done is indicated in Figure 4.

Such stimuli can be simulated as follows: The instan-
taneous (x~,yl,zl) coordinates of the object are first polar
projected to a station point through a projection surface
orthogonal to the line of sight to the middle of the object.
This is the simulated projection surface, and the particu-
lar station point is not shown in Figure 4. The instantane-
ous coordinates on the simulated screen are (x2,y2). These
coordinates are then polar projected to another station
point, the one shown in Figure 4, through a second projec-
tion surface, this time the one that will serve as the scope
face. Instantaneous coordinates for the object will now
be (x3,y3). As the object in (x,,y~,zl) space rotates, the
projections of the object are carried through two sets of
coordinate changes, and the participant views the
outcome.

Imagine a rotating, rectangular solid behind the two
projection surfaces, one simulated and one real. Defor-
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real s~mulated
projection projection
surface    ~ surface

Figure 4. Simulated and real projection surfaces for the investigation of La Gour-
nerie’s paradox. The left panel shows normal viewing, the middle panel shows viewing

with 45° between them. This technique removes projection surface cues from the film-
at-a-slant viewing situation.

mations due to noncomposition point viewing cannot be
easily rectified from information external to the object.
One experimental question is: How great an angle between
simulated and real projection surfaces is tolerable before
the rotating solid is noticeably and disturbingly distorted?

Meister (1966) drew iso-deformation contours that sug-
gest intolerance partly depends on distance, but 45 o is a
good estimate for the angle beyond which deformations
in moving images are disturbing. Unfortunately, Meister’s
contours are not based on empirical evidence, and Gib-
son (1947) presented performance data for viewing mo-
tion picture clips that showed no reduction in performance
according to viewing angle. In judging the rigidity of rotat-
ing objects, I (Cutting, 1985) employed three conditions:
normal viewing (with 0° between simulated and real
projection surfaces) and viewing with 22.5° and 45° be-
tween the two projection surfaces. Results suggest that
viewers do not see rotating solids projected normally as
being more rigid than those projected with an angle of
22.5 ° between simulated and real projection surfaces. An
angle of 45° difference, however, can yield noticeable
distortions.

The difference between the first two conditions and the
third is particularly strong for high-perspective polar
projections, and less true for low-perspective near-parallel
projections. This infraction lends generality to Hagen and
Elliott’s (1976) notion that parallel projection is more view-
point independent than is polar projection: Not only are
widely varying viewpoints tolerated along the surface nor-
mal (perpendicular) to the projection screen, but they are
also better tolerated well off the surface normal as well.

It seems to me that the results of the first two condi-
tions, those of 0° and 22.5° difference between projec-
tion surfaces, are quite problematic for the Euclidean-
rectification view. Nonetheless, there is another way to
save the concept of rectification. Since the angle between

the two projection surfaces is constant throughout stimu-
lus presentation, it might be possible to derive that angle
during stimulus rotation. Once that angle is derived, rec-
tification could easily follow. Such an idea is consistent
with structure-from-motion algorithms (Uliman, 1979,
1984); a few more points, or perhaps a few more views
of those points, in space would probably suffice for de-
termining the value of the additional parameter needed
for simulated screen slant in structure-from-motion
analysis.

To counter this possibility, I have investigated the per-
ception of rotating solids in an additional condition in
which the angle between simulated and real projection sur-
faces varies continuously as the stimulus rotates. Such a
condition is somewhat complex, but imagine a condition
similar to that shown in the middle and right panels of
Figure 4, but with the angle between projection surfaces
varying between 10° and 40° while the rectangular solid
rotates. As it turns out, the perceived rigidity of such a
stimulus is no different from that viewed normally.

Such a finding renders less plausible a structalre-from-
motion analysis that incorporates viewing angle (between
projection surfaces) as a parameter in rigidity assessment.
Instead, I suggest that the information for rigidity in
cinema seen from a side view exists in the transformed
stimulus in some form. What form is unclear. Local anal-
yses on right corners, such as that proposed by Perkins
(1972) and Shepard (1981), may prove to be explanatory;
or perhaps some global tolerance for geometric distor-
tions of the space may account best for perception.. It is
too soon to know.

CONCLUSION

What I conclude from this initial foray into the psy-
chophysics of cinematic space is twofold: First, Euclid-
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ean rectification of the virtual space behind a film screen,
although plausible, is not necessary for the perception of
rigidity in cinematic objects; and second, it is possible
that some information is preserved in the aft’me and per-
spective distortions.

More broadly, the basic outcome of these research en-
deavors might be that one could decide on the geometry
of human vision. Of course, that pursuit is very old: It is
embedded in the work of Euclid (Burton, 1945), Leonardo
da Vinci (Richter, 1883), Reid (1764/1970), Hdmholtz
(1866/1925), Russell (1897), Poincar6 (1905/1952),
Luneburg (1947), and Johausson (1978), among many
others. The study of event perception in film as seen from
a point other than the composition point may provide an
answer. Of course, it may turn out that there is no single
geometry of vision, but many for different circumstances
and contexts. So be it. A theoretical understanding of La
Gournerie’s paradox would be reward enough.
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